In this study of preservice teachers' views about college classroom teaching and learning, 161 students in an undergraduate teacher preparation program were divided into 3 groups (academically talented, high average, and average). Students were asked to express their attitudes toward college instructors' teaching skills, course organization, examining and grading practices, student involvement in learning, and preference for specific instructional methods. Through multiple discriminate function analysis, one significant discriminate function that would differentiate among the three groups was identified. The function was described as preference for humanistic approaches to teaching and learning where the goals are to develop independence and self-direction in students, increase creativity, develop personal meanings, and be evaluated as an individual. This indicates that preservice teachers with varying academic ability levels are different in their preference for the objectives and teaching methods of humanistic education, and this should be recognized in development of instructional strategies.
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Preservice teachers bring a wide range of cognitive abilities and affective characteristics to teacher preparation courses and these differences represent a challenge to college instructors, not only to help students understand and apply facts and principles, but also to help them develop a positive attitude toward learning. The task of college instructors as a role model cannot be underestimated because they are in a unique position to demonstrate effective teaching that satisfies the intellectual and motivational needs of future teachers at a time when preservice teachers are searching for ideas and examples of effective teaching.

Do preservice teachers with different levels of academic aptitude hold unique views about college classroom teaching and learning? It is the purpose of this research to attempt to answer this question by comparing three groups of preservice teachers who differ on their ACT composite scores on their attitudes toward college instructors' teaching skills, course organization, examining and grading practices, student involvement in learning, and preference for specific instructional methods. Using national norms, three ability groups were identified and compared. They were an Academically Talented Group with a mean ACT equal to the 97th percentile, a High Average Group with a mean ACT equal to the 82nd percentile, and the third group, the Average Ability Group, with a mean ACT at the 53rd percentile.

The importance of the affective domain in classroom learning has been demonstrated by Bloom (1976) in his model of school learning, where he reasoned that affect related to school learning was determined by perceptions learners have about their achievement and these feelings have a significant role in determining the effort and interest learners have to master specific learning tasks. His model used interests, attitudes, and self
view of learners in teaching-learning situations where he estimated these affective characteristics may account for 20 to 25% of variance in achievement.

Using results from research on gifted/talented college students (Kerr and Colangelo, 1988) (Tomkinson-Keasey, 1990) and college teaching (McKeachie, 1990) this study focused on an affective aspect of preservice teachers learning in college classrooms. In this study, preference for instructional methods and attitudes toward course activities was used as operational definitions of learning styles. There are practical and empirical reasons for this decision. Instructional methods and course goals are easily understood by students because of their experience with them and Curry (1990) found a bewildering array of definitions of learning styles and instruments weak in both reliability and validity. In contrast there have been experimental studies on various instructional methods and their cognitive and affective outcomes. An early experiment on the teaching of college psychology by Guetzkow, Kelly and McKeachie (1954) used a large common lecture and smaller groups were taught by recitation, discussion, and tutorial-independent study methods. There were no practical differences on a final examination of both fact and application items for all three methods, but the discussion group had statistically more favorable attitudes toward psychology than the other two groups. Only students in the recitation sections had a significantly more favorable gain in preference for this method while the tutorial-independent method was least preferred. At the end of the experiment, instructors who had taught sections using each method rated recitation and discussion equal in preference while preference for tutorial-independent study had dropped appreciably.
Wispe (1951) compared the effects of two kinds of instructor behaviors on student achievement and attitudes. He selected instructors who were rated as naturally permissive or directive and compared their sections of the Harvard course in "Social Relations." He found no difference in final examination scores between students taught by different methods, but students preferred the directive method and the poorer students gained more in directive classes.

James (1962) attempted to enhance student achievement in Air Force trainees by comparing student preference for reading or lecture modes. He found two significant interactions—reading produced higher achievement and the reading preference produced greater achievement for higher ability students. But he also found that the highest achievement was earned by trainees who had no instructional preference. The limitations of the study are that no objective measure of preference for instruction was used, the "lecture" was listening to a tape recording, and no attitude measures toward instruction were used.

Pascal (1971) examined the educational outcomes of matching undergraduate students' instructional preferences for lecture, lecture and discussion, and independent study in an undergraduate psychology course titled "Socialization." A minimum of fifty students were assigned to each of the three instructional options. About one half of each group was randomly assigned to the method which they listed as their first option; the other half were randomly assigned to their second or third choice. Students who received their preferred learning method did not earn higher grades or rate the course as more valuable compared to students who did not learn under their first preference. However, students who learned under their preferred method expressed a more positive attitude toward psychology and
students who preferred lecture and lecture and discussion performed better on knowledge and comprehension type final examination questions. Students in the lecture-discussion and independent study options did not perform better on the application part of the final examination; however, independent reading students scored higher than the other two groups on the evaluation of a novel article. Students assigned to the non-preferred independent study option rated the course more difficult and anxiety provoking than students who preferred this option. Students in the study favored having instructional options with 93.5% positive and 6.5% indifferent while 91.6% thought options provided them with freedom and individualization. Pascal suggested that greater differences were not found due to the preference option because the professor of the lecture was well-liked. Students commented that her lectures caused some to change their minds as to which option they preferred. He concluded students were in favor of having instructional options and they sometimes made "bad" choices, but the use of options must depend on course goals and the relative value of these goals. He concluded that the conflict with offering options concerns which goals are selected and which goals are sacrificed.

Pascal (1973) reported relationships between instructional preferences and specific personal characteristics. Students who chose independent study had a greater need for autonomy, flexibility, and abstract thinking and had greater tolerance for ambiguity than students who preferred lectures. When giving reasons for their choices, 47% who chose independent study did so because it gave them more opportunity to explore personal, social, and academic goals while those who chose lecture wanted the structure it provided (18%) and it required less reading (18%).
Students selecting the lecture-discussion method gave the opportunity to interact with instructors and peers (92%) as their main reason.

Smith (1976) researched teaching method preference by developing a 54-item instrument which became the basis for the Renzuli-Smith Learning Styles Inventory that measured preference for nine different instructional strategies: (1) projects, (2) drill and recitation, (3) peer teaching, (4) discussion, (5) teaching games, (6) independent study, (7) programmed instruction, (8) lecture, and (9) simulation. She then used the instrument in an experiment with young adolescents who were matched in instructional preference for lecture, discussion, and simulation. She found that the teaching method preference correlated .38 with achievement and .23 with motivation. Smith concluded students differ in their preference for teaching modalities, and that teaching method matching can significantly enhance educational outcomes.

Steward (1981) used the Renzuli-Smith Learning Styles Inventory to analyze instructional preference of gifted/talented fourth, fifth, and sixth grade students by comparing them with a general population of youth in the same grades. She found the gifted/talented group preferred independent study and discussion while the general population preferred lecture and projects. She also found a multivariate effect attributable to grade, sex, locus of control, and favorite subject. Ristow and Edeburn (1983, 1984) surveyed sophomores/juniors in educational psychology classes to determine preference for various instructional methods using the Renzuli-Smith Learning Styles Inventory. In both studies, 70% gave the lecture method high preference while only 13% in 1983 and 24% in 1984 gave independent study high preference. When the data was analyzed by subgroups according to grade point average, the highest achievers (gpa 3.50-
4.00) ranked lecture highest in 1983, and second highest behind discussion in 1984 while independent study was preferred by 22% in 1983 and 44% in 1984.

Skipper (1992) compared an Academically Talented group (ACT 98%ile) and a High Average (ACT 77%ile) group on instructional preferences. He found the academically talented favored learning knowledge that could be applied and instructors who stressed important points, while the High Average group favored learning values and instructors who helped students feel relaxed. While both groups give high ratings to the goal of becoming an independent learner, neither group valued courses or instructors that required independent study.

Cohen (1981) studied the association between specific ratings of instructors behavior by students in college classes and the student level of learning in these multi-section classes. He found instructor skill correlated .50, structure (course organization), .47, and rapport .31 with student achievement. McKeachie (1990) summarized the research on college teaching methods and course outcomes and concluded while scores on objective final examinations are not effected by teaching method, affective outcomes like self-confidence, personal insight, and favorable attitudes toward the subject are related to student-centered discussion methods.

METHOD

Subjects

Subjects were 161 students in an undergraduate teacher preparation program at a selective admission midwestern state-assisted university. Three groups were selected according to ACT composite scores. The Academically Talented Group (N = 54) had ACT scores from 28 to 33 or the 94th to 99th percentile on national norms with a mean of 29.83 or the 97th
percentile. The High Average Group (N = 59) had ACT scores that ranged from 23 to 27 or the 71st to 91st percentile with a mean of 24.93 or the 82nd percentile. The Average Ability Group (N = 48) had ACT scores that ranged from 20 to 22 or the 53rd to the 65th percentile with a mean of 20.50 or the 53rd percentile.

Measurement

A 47 item, five point Likert-type scale asked college students to express their attitudes and preference toward college courses. The following sub-scales and their alpha reliability coefficients were used: instructor teaching skill, .53; course organization, .59; instructor-student rapport, .56; student active participation in learning, .64; and learning by simulation, .59. Also in the scale were descriptions of five different instructors, each respected by students for their skill in lecturing, leading group discussion, using independent learning, case studies, and teaching by using a variety of instructional methods. Included in the scale were attitude statements about course goals in the cognitive and affective domains and the importance of becoming an independent learner. Statements on types of examinations and grading practices were also included.

Results and Discussions

Instructional preferences and attitudes toward course goals and instructor behaviors were analyzed by comparing three groups of preservice teachers who differed in academic aptitude. Multiple discriminate function analysis was applied to the 47 item Likert-type scale to determine if student preference for various college classroom teaching and learning situations could make up a discriminate function that would differentiate among the three groups and if the function could classify the three groups better than chance. One significant discriminate function was identified, $X^2 (94, N = $
160) = 146.12, \( p < .00 \) which consists of seven items, all of which had a moderate correlation with the function. Three of the seven items concern course goals, two are related to teaching methods, one is related to instructor-student rapport and one to grading practices.

The function is best described as preference for humanistic (sometimes called open education) approaches to teaching and learning where the goals are to develop independence and self-direction in students, increase creativity, develop personal meanings, and be evaluated as an individual, not according to a group standard. Humanistic oriented instructors are not authority figures but are friends who guide students in their quest for both knowledge and wisdom in a nonthreatening environment (Gage and Berliner, 1988). The seven items that make up the discriminate function perfectly match the description of humanistic education stated above. The three items related to course goals indicate a preference for independent learning, developing personal values, and using ideas to produce something new and unique. Further, the discriminate function describes instructors as skillful observers of students, are friendly, use a variety of teaching methods, and evaluate student learning based on progress in relation to ability.

The discriminating power of the function becomes more evident when the means of the function for the three groups are compared. The Academically Talented mean is -.130, the High Average mean is .36 and the Average Ability mean is 1.03. Because the discriminate function was significant \( (p < .00) \) the three means are significantly different with the Average Ability group holding more positive views of humanistic teaching, the High Average group holding neutral views and the Academically Talented holding negative views toward humanistic teaching. Table 1 presents the
descriptive statistics for the function. To insure that characteristics other than academic ability, such as student's year in college or teaching level interest were not influencing preference for instructional methods and educational goals, multivariate analysis of variance was used to analyzed the seven item function to determine if there were any main effects or interactions between the function, year in college and teaching level interest. No significant main effects or interactions were found (Wilks lambda $\Lambda (49) = .725, p < .74$). Thus, it can be concluded from this sample that academic aptitude does have a significant relationship with preference for instructional methods and course goals. The function properly classifies 79.6% of the Academically Talented, 65.5% of the High Average and 72.9% of the Average Ability Group. These percentages indicate the discriminate function is much more efficient than chance in the classification task. Table 2 presents this data.

These findings indicate preservice teachers with three academic ability levels are very different in their preference for the objectives and teaching methods of humanistic education. One implication of these findings for educational practice is that college instructors of preservice teachers should develop and use different instructional strategies which will be most effective for specific academic ability groups. Because it is highly unlikely college courses will be organized according to three ability levels, instructors in regular classes cannot satisfy the preferences of one group without making the other two groups less satisfied. But instructors can help all the students in the class understand how class members are alike and different in their instructional preferences and provide some individualization that will allow all students to meet their unique goals and preferences. Pascal's (1971) finding that 91.6% of his college subjects
thought learning options provided them with freedom and individualization is important in relation to educational practice. But he cautioned that options must depend on the course objectives and the priorities given these objectives. The evaluation of features of effective open education (humanistic) by Giaconia and Hedges (1982) clearly support Pascal's warning. They found that four features of open education, child centered teaching, diagnostic evaluation (rather than norm referenced), use of manipulative materials, and individualized instruction did produce higher self concepts, creativity, and positive attitudes toward school. Their results do not support the efficacy of any open education features in relation to improving academic achievement. Further, programs that produced large effects in the affective domain produced smaller effects in academic achievement. They concluded that superior effects in self-concept and creativity are obtained at the expense of smaller effects in academic achievement. Giaconia and Hedges suggest that diagnostic testing rather than competitive testing situations may have contributed to lower academic achievement in effective open education classes. In 100% of their effective open education classes, diagnostic testing was used which may have put these students at a disadvantage when taking standardized achievement tests that were used as academic outcome measures. While the findings of Giaconia and Hedges are appropriate for elementary and secondary students, McKeachie (1990) concluded that college students' scores on objective final examinations seem to be little affected by teaching methods but affective characteristics are enhanced by student-centered teaching methods. It is very likely that all preservice teachers used in this study can easily learn information through reading texts and articles, thereby freeing instructors to spend more class time on examining values and developing creativity and
independence. The biggest problem associated with trying to satisfy the cognitive and affective needs of these diverse groups is which values and goals are most important, not only to individual students, but also for the teaching profession. Future research and practice should focus on how college instructors can both satisfy and challenge preservice teachers with different levels of academic aptitude. It is clear from these findings that Academically Talented students do not hold the same orientation to college teaching and learning as Average Ability students. Perhaps Pascal's ideas on instructional options will help resolve the conflict.

By helping future teachers understand their unique learning preference and by providing some learning options that are unique to each group of learners, college instructors can serve as role models for future teachers who, in turn, can help their students learn by satisfying their personal learning preferences.
Table 1

Descriptive Statistics of the Discriminate Function
Ability Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preference</th>
<th>Academical Talented</th>
<th>High Average</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Sig Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades based on progress and ability</td>
<td>3.22 .88</td>
<td>3.51 1.03</td>
<td>3.79 .74</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variety of teaching methods</td>
<td>4.55 .66</td>
<td>4.31 .86</td>
<td>4.10 .88</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best course develops independent learners</td>
<td>4.18 .75</td>
<td>3.87 .95</td>
<td>3.75 .78</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled observers help learning</td>
<td>4.44 .53</td>
<td>4.36 .58</td>
<td>4.10 .55</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning personal values most important</td>
<td>2.92 .92</td>
<td>3.15 .93</td>
<td>3.43 1.00</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal to produce unique ideas</td>
<td>3.31 .82</td>
<td>3.62 .72</td>
<td>3.68 .87</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn from friendly instructors</td>
<td>4.24 .97</td>
<td>4.55 .56</td>
<td>4.56 .61</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Classification Rates

Predicted Group Membership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Talented</th>
<th>High Average</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Talented</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Average</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>65.5%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>72.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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